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Four types of fishing gear were tested in five sampling areas

near Newport, Oregon, to determine which was the most efficient

and economical method of harvesting neritic reef fishes. Certain

weather and hydrographic conditions were recorded to determine

their possible influence on the quantity and species of fish landed by

each gear.

The diver gillnet yielded a projected net return of $1. 90 per

hour, and was judged to be the most economically feasible method

of harvesting neritic reef fishes.

Hydrographic conditions had little influence on the variability

of the catch for all fishing gears except the diver gillnet. Such con-

ditions did not seem to affect the feeding behavior of the reef fishes

but did seem to influence their movements and subsequent capture
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by the diver gilinet. When regressed on value of the catch for the

diver gillnet, hydrographic conditions resulted in an R2 of 0.85.

The possibility of conflicts between sport and gilinet fishermen,

and of overfishing stocks of neritic rockfishes (Sebastes sp. ) and

lingcod (Ophiodon elongatus) is discussed Rockfish, which make up

a minor portion of the food fish catch for the gillnet, are deemed as

territorial species subject to overfishing pressures, but not readily

available to the anchored diver gilinet. Lingcod, which make up the

largest portion of the food fish catch, are not considered territorial

but may be sedentary in reef areas. A constant influx of lingcod, from

seasonal migrations and local movements, might be expected to fill

habitats in neritic reefs as they became available due to fishing mor-

tality.
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THE COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY OF
TROLL, JIG, GILLNET, AND LONGLINE GEAR FOR

HARVESTING NERITIC REEF FISHES

INTRODUCTION

This thesis reports on a study of the comparative efficiency

and economy of four commercial fishing gears for harvesting near-

shore reef fishes. The overall purpose of the study was to determine

if any of the gears tested provide a means for economically harvest-

ing neritic reef fishes to supplement the incomes of fishermen who

troll for salmon (Oncorhynchus sp.) in small day-boats. The

investigation was conducted from June 1972 through September 1973

in the coastal waters between Yaquina Head and Seal Rocks near

Newport, Oregon.

Day-boat fishermen are economically dependent on their ability

to locate and catch salmon close to the vessel's home port. Periodic

declines in the abundance of salmon, fluctuations in prices, incle-

ment weather, and restrictions on legal fishing periods can greatly

reduce income opportunities for these fishermen. Operators of

larger salmon trollers (trip-boats)2 can move along the coastline in

1
Fishing boats which must return to port each night because

they are either too small (generally < 25 ft ) to weather moderate
seas, or are not equipped with overnight accommodations.

2.Fishing boats large enough (generally > 25 ft ) to weather
moderate seas and equipped with overnight accommodations for one
or more persons.



search of concentrations of salmon to help avoid economic hardship.

For the day-boat fisherman, there is no solution to salmon scarcity

other than to transport the boat by trailer to a different port, or to

wait for local fishing success to improve.

Results of test fishing in the fall of 1971 indicated that stocks of

reef fishes adjacent to Newport might furnish an alternate fishery

for local day-boat operators. The jagged and rocky bottom sur round-

ing these reefs presented the problem of identifying a harvest method

that would be efficient and economical.

Many descriptions of fishing gear appear in the literature

(Andreev, 1962; Brandt, 1964), but information on their relative

effectiveness is limited. Muncy (1960) investigated the catching

efficiency of nylon versus linen gilinets on soft-rayed fishes such as

American shad (Alosa sapidissima), glut herring (Alosa aestivalis),

and alewife herring (Alosa pseudoharengus) and found that nylon gill-

nets were more effective than linen gilinets, and that anchored gill-

nets were more effective than drifted gilinets. Other workers

examined the efficiencies of gillnets from the standpoint of hanging

ratios and mesh sizes (Trent and Hassler, 1968). Scofield (1947)

was concerned with apparatuses for harvesting reef fishes, but his

work was neither qualitative nor quantitative in a respect that was

pertinent to my research.
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Personnel of the Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base

of the National Marine Fisheries Service in Seattle, Washington, and

of the Marine Resources Laboratory of the California Department of

Fish and Game in Menlo Park, California, had no knowledge of pub-

lished information relative to my study. The State of California

permits a commercial fishery for reef fishes by longline, jig, gilinet

and troll gear (letters dated 4 October 1972, and 2 February 1973 from

Tom Jow, California Marine Resources Laboratory, California

Department of Fish and Game, Menlo Park, California); however,

details of fishing methods and efficiencies have not been published.

The specific objectives of my investigation were:

1. To determine which of four types of fishing gear -- troll, jig

(Norwegian and conventional), gillnet, and longline - - yields the

largest catch per unit of effort.

2. To determine which of the four types of fishing gear yields the

largest financial return per hour fished.

3. To determine if certain fishing periods and hydrographic features

significantly influence the quantity of fishes caught.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

Fishing Areas

My study was conducted along the Oregon coast from Yaquina

Head (44° 41' 30" north) to Seal Rocks (44° 29' 30' south), and from

the 25 fathom contour shoreward (Figure 1). This coastal reach was

divided into five sampling areas:

Area 1 = Yaquina Head: 44° 41' 30" north to 440 40' OW' south

Area 2 = North Reef: 440 40' 00" north to 44° 37' 30" south

Area 3 = South Reef: 440 37' 30" north to 44° 34' 30" south

Area 4 = Beaver Creek: 44° 34' 30" north to 44° 31' 00" south

Area 5 = Seal Rocks: 44° 31' 00" north to 44° 29' 30" south

Vessel and Gear Types

Fishing was conducted from a 20-foot Pacific City dory (Figure

2), which is typical of day-boats along the Oregon coast. This dory

had a 51/2 -ft bottom, and inboard motor well, and was powered by a

65 hp outboard motor. The dory was equipped with a citizens band

radio; navigation compass; stern-mounted manual roller for setting

and retrieving the longline; bow-mounted roller for retrieving the gill-

net; outrigged trolling poles and hand operated gurdi.es; fathometer

for navigation, locating submerged reefs and other bottom features,

and locating concentrations of fish; and U. S. Coast Guard approved



Figure 1. Map of study area from Yaquina Head to Seal Rocks along
the Oregon coast.
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safety devices.

The four types of gear tested and the methods of fishing were:

1. Jigs: Two types of jigs, Norwegian and conventional, were fished

simultaneously.

A. The Norwegian jig3 (Figure 3). Starting from the bottom,

this gear consists of a 28-oz, lead-filled, chrome jig body having a

size 8 or 9 treble hook attached to its distal end. Above the jig are

rubber worms shielding a long shanked size 8 or 9 hook. Each worm

is connected by a swivel through the hook eye to a dropper knot on the

jig line. The rubber worms are spaced 12-18 inches apart and there

are 7-8 worms on a jig line. At the junction of the jig body and jig

line and at every 3rd or 4th worm are barrel swivels to prevent kink-

ing and twisting of the gear.

The hauling line, which is attached to a spooi on the dory, is

connected by a snap swivel to the uppermost barrel swivel on the jig

line. The hauling line is 250-lb test monofilament and the jig line is

120-lb test monofilament. The hauling line spool (Figure 4), which

is clamped to the gunnel of the dory, has a drag brake and a pair of

offset handles which permit rapid retrieval of the gear. The

Norwegian jig is fished by allowing the weight of the jig body to pull

the hauling line off the spool and to sink the terminal gear to the

3J. W. Windsor Company, Ltd., 779 McLean Street, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada.
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Figure 3. The chromed, lead-filled, terminal body and rubber worms
of the Norwegian jig.

Figure 4. Gunnel mounted, hand-crank spool that was used to fish
the Norwegian jig.
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bottom. As the dory drifts over the fishing area, the Norwegian jig

is quickly retrieved 6-15 feet from the bottom and then allowed to sink

again. This process is repeated until a fish strikes, and then the

hauling line is retrieved and the fish boated.

B. The conventional jig (Figure 5). This gear has an oblong

piece of cast lead (3/4-1 ib) for the jig body which has a size 5 treble

hook attached to its distal end. Attached to the jig body by a swivel

is a length of 66-lb test monofilament in which three dropper knots

are tied. Attached to the dropper knots are size 5-8 barbed hooks

with a barrel swivel secured to the eye. A plastic octopus (hootchie)

Figure 5. The conventional jig illustrating the lead terminal body
and rubber lures (hootchies) used to catch neritic reef
fishes.
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is placed over the shank and barrel swivel to act as a lure. The sec-

tion of 66-lb test monofilament has the hootchies spaced about 12 inches

inches apart, with a barrel swivel attached where the jig line connects

to the hauling line. The hauling line is 88-lb test monofilament and

is wound on a star-drag fishing reel mounted on a stout, hand-held

fishing rod. The conventional jig is fished in the same manner as the

Norwegian jig, i. e., it is moved up and down near the bottom by the

fisherman until a fish strikes.

2. Longline. The longline has the same basic design as the

bottom longline described by Dumont and Sundstrom (1961), Sundstrom

(1957), and Sainsbury (1971). I used 25-lb dory anchors, No. 28 laid

nylon rope for :he ground line, No. 49 braided nylon for gangion lines,

and size 9/0 ringed Kirby hooks. The gangions were two feet long

and approximately four feet apart with a total of 150 hooks on the

ground line.

When not in use, the ground line was coiled in a tub and the

hooks were hung on the rim. Before the gear was set, herring

(Clupea pallasii) and squid (Todarodes pacificus) were cut and baited

on the hooks. The procedure for setting and retrieving the gear was

similar to the stern hauling and setting procedure described for bot-

torn longline gear by Sainsbury (1971). The longline was fished

4Nordby Supply Company, Salmon Bay Terminal, Seattle,
Washington 98101
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(soaked) for 8-24 hours depending on the time of day, weather condi-

tions, and other gear that was scheduled to be fished during that

period.

3. Troll. The gear and method of trolling for reef fishes is

the same as that described by Wigutoff (1950) for salmon trolling.

The depths trolled were usually shallower than those worked by sal-

mon fishermen; as a consequence, the trolling lines were shorter and

chances of fouling the gear on the bottom were greater.

4. Gilinet. An anchored, diver gillnet with a straight panel of

webbing 600 feet long, 30 meshes deep, and hung at 40% (Andreev,

1962) was used. The net is 6-inch stretched mesh and constructed of

4-ply multifilament (210/11 thread "Crystal Brite"). The lead line

has a pelletized lead core and weighs 120 pounds/100 fathoms. The

cork line was a 3/8-inch diameter polypropylene and the floats

(Spongex) were strung one fathom apart. The manner in which the

diver gillnet was constructed and fished is similar to that described

by Sainsbury (1971). In my operation, the gillnet was set over the

stern and retrieved over the bow by use of a manual roller.

The longline and gilinet were fished as close as possible to sub-

merged reefs and pinnacles without actually setting the gear on the

rough bottom. The troll gear was fished over and around the rocky

5Englund Marine Supply, 15th Street, Astoria Oregon 97103.
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bottom areas and the jig gear was fished directly on the rocky areas.

Experimental Design

The four types of fishing gear were arranged in five combina-

tions: troll-longline, troll-gillnet, jig-longline, jig-gilinet, and

troll-jig with one combination being fished during each sampling

period. Because of the limited weight that could safely be trans-

ported in the dory, I was limited to the five gear combinations ( a

gilinet-longline combination was not fished because of weight and

fishing time considerations).

To determine the relative efficiencies of each type of gear under

different conditions and locations, the five sampling areas were

matched against the five gear combinations in a Latin Square design

(Table 1). Fishing effort was spread over the five sampling areas to

eliminate any bias towards preferential fishing in an area of high

productivity; however, it was impossible to achieve a balanced sam-

pling effort for each gear because of the following factors:

1. During the first year of the study, construction of the gilinet was

not completed until September.

2. The longline was lost in rocky habitat and it required two weeks to

construct a replacement,during which time the other gears were

fished.
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3. The experimental sampling design allowed more opportunity for

troll and jig gear to be fished because of the size limitations of

the dory mentioned earlier.

Table 1. Experimental sampling design for the five areas and five
fishing gear combinations.

Area
Fishing Gear
Combination 2b 3c 4d 5e

Troll and Jig (A) Al AZ A3 PA A5

Longline and Jig (B) Bi BZ B3 B4 B5

Longline and Troll (C) Cl CZ C3 C4 C5

Gilinet and Jig (D) Dl DZ D3 D4 D5

Glilnet and Troll (E) El EZ E3 E4 E5

a
Yaquina Head

bNth Reef
cSOUth Reef
dBeaver Creek
eSeal Rocks

Each category of the Latin Square was randomized to provide a

non-repetitive cycle of 25 different combinations; when the cycle was

completed a new cycle was started. Each type of gear was fished

during different times of the day (24 hours) to determine if one time

period was more productive than the other.

During the sampling procedure, certain hydrographic data were

recorded to determine if correlations existed between sea and

weather conditions and quantity and value of the catch. Air and sea
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water temperatures were measured with a Centigrade thermometer.

Conditions such as wind force (mph) and direction, cloud cover,

visibility, sea height, swell height, and water color were visually

estimated by the criteria listed in Appendix Table 1. Depth was mea-

sured by an electronic fathometer through a hull mounted transducer.

The interval during which the gear was fished was recorded in Zulu

time.

Species of fish caught were weighed on spring or balance scales

and their numbers, poundage, and value received were recorded. The

weight of lingcod (Ophiodon elongatus) was recorded separately, but

their total weight was included in the aggregate poundage (Appendix

Table 1). A record of the cost of gear acquisitions, maintenance, and

construction was kept to facilitate economic evaluation.

General operating expenses such as fuel, license fees, boat and

motor depreciation, and repairs to the boat, motor, and electronic

gear were dispersed on an equal basis to all gears. Bait costs were

assigned to the cost of operating the longline.

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed by the method of multiple regression as

described by Draper and Smith (1966).

By use of the CDC 3300 computer and the SIPS program, step-

wise multiple regression analyses were carried out to determine if
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correlations existed between marine hydrographic conditions and the

quantity and value of the catch.

Regression programs were used to test for correlations between

marine hydrographic conditions and the value of the total catch for all

gears. The independent variables significant to the value of the catch

(dependent variable) in the all-gear regression were also significant

at some level to the value of the catch in individual gear regressions.

The remaining independent variables were tested for significance in

the individual gear regressions.

The catch per unit effort (CUE) was determined by dividing

hours fished into the total poundage for each gear. The CUE was con-

verted to monetary return per unit effort by dividing hours of fishing

time into the value of the catch.

The net return (NR) for each gear was determined by subtract-

ing costs of gear maintenance and depreciation, and general operating

expenses from the gross value of the catch by each gear. The NR

was divided by the hours each gear was fished to give the net hourly

return.

Depreciation of the fishing vessel (dory) used in the study was

arbitrarily set at $250/yr. Most dories have a useable life span of

about seven years; however, the dory I used was six years old when

purchased and I estimate it will be serviceable for an additional six

years at which time its value will be about $300. The dory's purchase
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price ($1800) included all of the equipment mentioned previously and

the equipment depreciation was figured as part of the dory deprecia-

tion. The outboard engine was purchased separately for $900 and I

estimated a useable life span of three years so it was depreciated at

$00/yr (assuming a trade-in value of $300 at the end of three years).

The acquisition costs for jig and troll gear were depreciated at

100% over the duration of the study period. There was a substantial

amount of useable life left in the longline and gilinet gear at the end of

the study period so their depreciation was set at 50% of their initial

cost.



RESULTS

I was not able to determine (statistically) what periods of the day

(24 hours) each gear was most productive because of lack of sufficient

observations; however, the general trend was for the gilinet to be

more productive during the hours of dawn and dusk, while the catch

for other gears did not appear to be influenced by the time of day.

The influence of the hydrographic factors on the value of the

total catch for all fishing gears was small. The R2 value (0. 15) for

the all-gear regression indicates that only 15% of the variation in

value of the catch was accounted for by variations in the hydrographic

factors (independent variable s). Hydrographic variables recorded

and those significantly (P > 0. 95) influencing the value of the catch in

the all-gear regression are listed in Table 2.

Individual regressions on the value of the catch for each gear,

except the gilinet, indicate little influence attributable to the hydro-

graphic variables. As the R2 values for each of the gear equations is

low, gilinet excepted, their regression equations (Table 3) cannot be

used with much reliability to predict the value of the catch under

changing hydrographic conditions. The analysis of variance for the

all-gear and the individual gear regression equations are listed in

Table 4.
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Table 2. Hydrographic variables recorded and those that were sig-
nificant (P > 0. 95) to the value of the catch (indicated by X)
in the all-gear and the individual-gear regression equations.

All
Gear Type

Variablea Gear 1b 2c 3d 4e 5f

Fishing area

Time

Total hours fished

Month of year X x

Sea temperature

Water color

Minimum depth fished X

Maximum depth fished X

Wind force X

Wind direction

Cloud cover

Sea height X X X

Swell height X

Visibility X X

value 0. 15 0. 03 0. 07 0. 17 0.85 0.21

aSee Appendix Table 1 for criteria of variables.
bNorwegian jig
cConventional jig
dTroll
eGilinet
Long1ine
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Table 3. The multiple regression equations for the all-gear and
individual gear models.

Gear Equation

All--Gear vca = -18.30 + 1. l4(M) + i,
-3. 09(SE) + 1. 85(SW) + 0. 29(Vis)

Norwegian Jig VGa = 0.21 + 0. 38(M)b + 0.
-.1. 2l(SE) + 0. 60(SW) + 0. 008(Vis)

Conventional Jig VCa = 1. 93 + 0. 74(M)b - 0, 07(Min)c 2. o9(SE)
+0. 37(SW) - 0. 04(Vis)h

Troll VGa = 3. 96 + 0. 85(M)b + 0. 004(Min)C - 4. 41(SE)
-0. oo9(sw)g + 0. 26(vjs)h

Gilinet VGa = -0. 03 + 6. l2(M)b - 16. 47(Min)C
+18. 52(Max)d + 7. 36(WS)e - 35. 86(SE)
- 4. l2(SW) - 2. 4l(Vis)h

Longline VGa = -5. 14-0. 21(M)b + 0. 43(Mjfl)C

-1. 00(SE) + 0. 81(SW) + 0. 03(Vis)h

aValue of the catch
bMoflth of the year (April through October)
c .Minimum depth fished (3-23 fathoms)
dMaximum depth fished (12-25 fathoms)
eEstimated wind speed in miles per hour (0-20 mph)
Estimated sea height (from top of swell to top of wind chop [0_3 ft])

swell height (from bottom of wave trough to top of swell
[0-14 ft]

hEstimated visibility in a horizontal direction towards the horizon
0-the horizon in miles)
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Table 4. Analysis of variance table (ANOVA) for the a1l-gear and the
individual gear regression equations.

Degrees of Sum of Mean
Gear Source Freedom Squares Square

All gear Total 167 55, 033 329
Regression 5 8, 555 1, 171
Residual 162 46,477 286
R2 = 0. 15

Norwegian Jig Total 46 , 867 62

Regression 5 88 117
Residual 41 2, 779 67

R2 = 0. 03

Conventional Jig Total 42 3, 105 73

Regression 5 217 43

Residual 37 2, 888 78
R2 = 0. 07

Troll Total 37 5, 603 151

Regression 5 992 198
Residual 32 4, 610 144
R2 = 0. 17

Gillnet Total 17 22, 716 1,336
Regression 7 19, 513 2, 787
Residual 10 3,203 320

= 0.85

Longline Total 21 261 12

Regression 5 57 11

Residual 16 203 12

R2 = 0. 22
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The regression for the gilinet indicates that 85% of the variation

in its catch was accounted for by the independent variables of the

model (Table 2). The significance of the independent variables in the

gilinet model, however, are not all P> 0. 95 (Table 2). Variable 13,

swell height, is significant to the model at P < 0. 60. In the gillnet

regression (Table 3) the relationship is expressed mathematically,

where the value of the expected catch will increase or decrease as one

or more of the independent variables change (the degree of change in

value depending on the sign and coefficient of the changing independent

variables). For example, the value of the gillnet catch will: (1) in-

crease with progression of the calendar year (months); (2) decrease

with increasing minimum depth (the wide minimum depth range repre-

sents the range for all gears and does not necessarily conflict with

the maximum depth range variable); (3) increase with increasing

maximum depth; (4) increase with increasing wind speed; (5) decrease

with increasing sea height; (6) decrease with increasing swell height;

(7) decrease with increasing visibility. Care should be taken in

assessing the results of the gillnet model because of the small number

of observations (N = 17). With these statistical attributes in mind we

can be confident that use of the gillnet regression equation (Table 3)

provides a fairly accurate means of estimating the value of the catch

under changing hydrographic conditions.
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Troll gear produced the highest CUE of 19. 5 lb/hr, while next

was the gilinet with 14. 0 lb/hr. The conventional jig and Norwegian

jig produced a CUE of 12. 0 lb/hr and 10. 5 lb/hr, respectively, while

longline gear produced the lowest CUE with 0. 7 lb/hr. The monetary

values of the catch for each gear are given in Table 5 and the average

gross value per day by gear and area is given in Table 6.

Table 5. Catch per unit of effort and value of the catch for each type
of fishing gear used to capture neritic reef fishes near
Newport, Oregon, during 1972-1973.

Days Hours Catch Catch Total Value
Gear Fished Fished (ib) Per Hr Value Per Hr

Norwegian Jig 47 172 1, 805 10.49 $270.85 $1. 57

Conventional Jig 43 163 1, 958 12. 01 293. 90 1. 80

Troll 38 104 2,027 19.49 304.02 2.92

Gilinet 17 355 4, 967 13. 99 745. 09 2. 09

Longline 22 456 333 0. 73 50. 05 0. ii

Troll gear, which had the highest CUE, also had the largest net

hourly loss ($-1. 77/hr). The gilinet which had the second highest CUE

also had the second highest NR ($0. 09/hr) while the highest NR resulted

from fishing the Norwegian jig ($0. 19/hr), The Conventional jig and

the longline both resulted in a net loss of $-.0. 02/hr and $-i. 57/hr,

respectively. Table 7 shows the net return for each gear type,

indicating the loss or gains per hour. Included in the total costs are

prorations for license fees, fuel costs, boat and motor depreciation,
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Table 6. Average gross value per day of the catch by gear and area.
Average Observa-

Gear Area Gross Value tions

Norwegian Jig Yaquina Head $ 9. 65 3

North Reef 4.21 6

South Reef 4. 60 11

Beaver Creek 3.98 21

Seal Rocks 12. 88 6

Conventional Jig Yaquina Head 3. 12 2

NorthReef 13.20 4

South Reef 5,31 11

Beaver Creek 5. 08 20
Seal Rocks 13. 30 6

Troll Yaquina Head 1. 05 3

North Reef 1.83 6

South Reef 5.40 14

Beaver Creek 16. 15 7

Seal Rocks 21.33 5

Gillnet Yaquina Head 9. 33 2

North Reef 12. 83 3

South Reef 58. 75 3

Beaver Creek 69. 50 6

Seal Rocks 31. 54 3

Longline Yaquina Head 0. 90 3

North Reef 1.23 2

South Reef 1.22 4

Beaver Creek 2. 62 7

Seal Rocks 3. 39 4
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and repair costs which totaled $1, 585. 56. As mentioned previously,

this sum was divided evenly among the four gear types as a general

operating cost and added to the overall costs of maintenance, operation

and depreciation for each gear.

Table 7. Net return and net return per hour for each type of fishing
gear used to capture neritic reef fishes near Newport,
Oregon, during 1972-1973.

Total Total Net -Tours Net Re-
Gear Value Costs Return Fished turn/hr

Norwegian Jig $270.85 $238.20 $ 32. 65 172 $ 0. 19

Conventional Jig 293.90 297. 04 -3. 14 163 -0. 02

Troll 304.02 488.39 -184.37 104 -1.77

Gilinet 745. 09 714. 04 31. 05 355 0. 09

Longline 50.05 769. 10 -719. 05 456 -1. 57

Even though the NR for the Norwegian jig was higher than that

produced by the gilinet, earnings by the gillnet have a higher, long-

term potential. When expected gross earnings for the gilinet were

extrapolated from observed catch and cost statistics for 100 days

fishing (a reasonable number of fishable periods during two summers),

the gross return would be about $4, 383. This extrapolated figure

includes the variable catch from all areas fished; if, however, the

extrapolation was based on 100 sets in the area of highest production

(Beaver Creek, Table 6), a gross return (total value) of approximately

$6, 950 would be expected (Table 8).



Table 8. The projected net return for each fishing gear, based on 100 days fishing (two summer
season) in the area of highest productivity for each gear (extrapolated from observed cost
and catch statistics).

Total Total Net Return
Gear Area Value Costs Return Per Hour

Norwegian Jig Seal Rocks

Conventional Jig Seal Rocks

Troll Seal Rocks

Gilinet Beaver Creek

$l,28800 $1,824.00 $ -536.00 $-1,07

1,330.00 1,974.00 -644.00 -i.28

2, 133. 00 1, 928. 00 205.00 0, 64

6, 950.00 2,448. 00 4, 502. 00 1.90

Longline Seal Rocks 518. 00 3, 137. 00 2, 619. 00 -1. 14
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The projected NR values show the gillnet as the only gear

ihich a reasonable return ($1. 90/hr) might be expected. Troll

hows a long term profit of $0. 64/hr which is hardly a decent

wage. The predicted NR of the other gears indicate that they would

not be profitable because maintenance, depreciation, and operating

costs are higher than the expected gross return.

Although the results for the gilinet indicate a large return per

hour of actual time spent tending the net (setting or hauling) it does not

reflect the maintenance time. The small diameter webbing was easily

torn and cut by the spines and teeth of the various fishes. Repairing

the net required about 2-4 hours work after each set. Time spent on

gillnet maintenance could likely be minimized in this fishery by using

heavier, cable- laid monofilament webbing.

The longline, which yielded the second lowest NR ($-l. 57/hr),

should not be ruled out as a fishing method. While the longline caught

few food fishes, it did catch large numbers of skates (Raja binoculata,

Raja rhina), sharks (Squalus acanthias), and ratfish (Hydrolagus

colliei) (Table 9). The T1non-food' fishes were periodically marketed

to an aquarium operator6 in Newport, Oregon, for 3-4 dollars each

6Undersea Gardens, 267 SW Bay Blvd., Newport, Oregon 97365.



Table 9. Species composition of the catch (%) and total numbers of fish caught by gear type.
Norwegian Conventional

Specie Jig Jig Troll Gilinet Longline

Ophiodonelongatus 23.6% 21.2% 11.0% 19.1% 3.4%
Sebastes melanops 47. 9 24. 6 47. 1 8. 9 6. 4
S. pinniger 4.4 6.3 1,9 1.3 1.3
S. ruberrimus 6.8 9.2 0.4 1.3 0.9
S. maliger 1.6 1.8 --- 0.4 1. 3

S. flavidus 1.4 1.3 2. 1 0. 1

S. nebulosus 1,4 6.5 0.4
S. mystinus 6.3 7.9 34. 5 <0. 1 1. 1

Sebastes sp. 1. 4 2. 1 -- - 2, 0 1, 3

Hexagrammos decagrammus 2. 5 10. 5 --- 0. 6 0. 6
Scorpaenichthys marmoratus 2. 7 5. 0 --- 2. 2 1. 1

Anarrhichthys ocellatus - - - - - - - - - 3. 0
Rajabinoculata 0.3 1,8 --- 0,4 48.3
Raja rhina - - - - - - - - - 0. 5 0. 6
Psettichthys melanostictus --- 0. 8 --- 5. 3 1, 8

Parophrys vetulus - - - 0. 8 - - - 0 8 - - -

Platichthys stellatus - - - -- - - - - 0. 3 0, 9
Acipenser medirostris --- --- - 0. 2 --
Squalus acanthias --- --- --- 1. 6 6. 9
Hydrolagus colliei --- --- --- 46. 5 18. 5
Merluccius productus --- --- --- 7. 4 1. 1

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha --- --- 1, 0 0, 1

0. kisutch --- 0.3 1. 7 ---
Total percent* 100.3 100.0 99. 7 99. 1 98.9
Total fish 365 382 468 1443 432

Error due to rounding
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for live display purposes. Some market potential for minced non-food

fish also exists in the fish farming enterprise7 at Newport, Oregon;

however, the price per pound would be low (perhaps 2-3 cents).

Though all the gear types provide some potential for capturing

live specimens for the aquarium in Newport, the jig gear was the best

means for capturing rockfishes in good condition (the Norwegian jig

catching the larger specimens). The aquarium operator paid for live

specimens according to size, scarcity, and coloration; for example,

a large (12-20 ib) red snapper (Sebastes ruberrimus) brought about

$7. 50 if delivered to the aquarium in good condition. The aquarium

market is easily saturated, however, because most of the specimens

survive quite well in the aquarium habitat.

Troll gear, which captures numbers of rockfish, offered little

opportunity to supply the aquarium needs because the catch was pre-

dominantly black rockfish (Sebastes melanops) and blue rockfish

(Sebastes mystinus) which have little aquarium value.

Since aquarium operators and fish farmers canrt support a full

time fishery for reef fishes, the only profitable alternative is to sell

quantities of reef fishes to food fish processors. Each gear type has

some selectivity towards certain species. The species composition

of the catch and the total numbers of fish for each gear, and the total

7Oregon Aqua-Foods, Inc., p. 0. Box 1218, Newport, Oregon
97365.
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number of each species is shown in Table 9. The gilinet appears to

be the least selective of the fishing gears, offering not only variety

but quantity. To supply quantities large enough to be profitable to the

fisherman, an anchored diver-gilinet provides the best means.

Currently, the Fish Commission of Oregon allows gilinets to be fished

in the ocean by special permit only. Based on the results of this study,

they are evaluating the possibility of a more liberal policy for ocean

gilinetting of foodfish. The Fish Commissions major objections to a

gillnet fishery in the ocean appear to be: the possibility of the diver

gilinet becoming lost and continuing to fish; the possibility of catching

large numbers of salmon; the possibility of conflict between sport-

fishermen and commercial fishermen; and the possibility of over-

fishing the neritic reef fish stocks.
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DISCUSSION

Generally, the regression equations indicated that little van-

ability in catch could be attributed to hydrographic conditions (Table

2). In the case of the gillnet, however, hydrographic conditions were

associated closely with variations in the catch (R2 = 0. 85). Of all the

gears tested, the gillnet was the only one that did not depend on the

fish taking a lure or bait. Instead, the gilinet captured fish by inter-

cepting them as they moved about their habitat (for whatever cause).

Hydrographic conditions apparently do not significantly influence the

feeding behavior of neritic reef fishes, even though changing hydro-

graphy may influence their general movements. It would seem that

the movement of reef fishes is increased by smooth sea and swell and

restricted light conditions (fog, dawn or dusk, and depth).

In looking at the economic return per hour of fishing (Table 5),

only troll and gillnet methods produced revenues exceeding $2. 00 per

hour. Troll gear resulted in the highest hourly return at $2. 92 while

the gillnet produced $2. 09 per hour of fishing. The 104 hours trolling

represents the actual time spent attending the gear, while only 85 of

355 hours spent gillnetting was required for setting and retrieving the

gear, leaving about 16 hours of each set that doesn't require a fisher-

man's attention. This extra time could be spent in some other activity,

such as trolling for salmon or rockfishes (Sebastes).
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During the time my gilinet was fished only two Chinook salmon

rhynchus tshawytscha) were caught. If the incidence of two

oks being caught in 17 sets is a reliable indicator, then I see

cause for concern.

There seems to be little likelihood that a lost anchored diver

t (of the same construction as mine) will fish indefinitely because

d that after 3..4 days of continuous fishing the decaying, gillnet

ted carcasses created an aversion to other fish entering the net. In

addition, Dungeness crab (Cancer magister) climbed throughout the

net to feed on the fish carcasses and caused extensive damage to the

net by severing strands which became entangled in their leg joints and

chewed by their mouth parts. From the amount of webbing destroyed

by crabs in six days, I would estimate that the net would be almost

completely destroyed in two weeks.

Conflicts between sports fishermen and gilinet fishermen exist

in California and probably will exist in Oregon if gilinetting for reef

fish stocks is permitted in certain areas and seasons. The gilinet

and sports fisheries for neritic reef fishes in California are similar

in depths and areas fished, and in the species composition of the

catch. The greatest competition between the two fisheries occurs

inside 30 fathoms on rocky bottoms, just outside the kelp beds. This

would also seem to be the case in the reef fisheries near Newport,

Oregon. In California they (Gill Netting-Monterey Bay, D. Parrish
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and D. Miller [unpublished] Memorandum of 3/11/71, Calif. Fish

and Game, Mar. Res. Branch) found that different size groups of the

same species were harvested by the two fisheries. For example, the

sports fishery caught juvenile blue rockfish, and adult lingcod, where-

as the inshore gillnet fishery captured adult blue rockfish and juvenile

lingcod. Both the sport and gilinet catch is predominantly rockfish,

which are more abundant than lingcod in central California waters

(Pt. Reyes to Pt. Conception). In Oregon waters off Newport, the

gillnet catch of food fish was predominantly ling cod, with few juvenile

rockfish or lingcod (<Z3 in or <4-5 lb [Phillips, 1959]) being captured.

The maturity of the sport-caught rockfish and ling cod in Oregon is

unknown, but personal experience leads me to believe they are also

mature fish.

Because of the predominance of rockfish in the neritic reef fish

population in central California, the gilinetters and sport fishermen

are highly dependent on rockfish. In the past, the two fisheries

operated in the same areas during the summer; now the bulk of the

gillnetting pressure is placed upon rockfish that school together in

deeper water during winter months. For some physiological or

behavioral reason these schooled fish will not take sport gear and

therefore, are unavailable to sport fishermen during the winter

(personal communication of April 15, 1974, from D, Parrish, Dept.

of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon).
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The winter weather off the Oregon coast is inclement to any

small boat fishery; for example, small boats could safely operate

about Z5% (+ 5%)8 of the days between October 1 and April 1 of any

year. These winter weather patterns off Oregon preclude any sus.

tamed harvest (sport or gilinet) of schooled rockfish during this period.

This leaves the late spring through early fall months (April.September)

as possible times in which small gilinet vessels could safely operate.

This is also the period in which sport vessels usually fish.

The possibility of agilinet and a sport fishery operating in the

same areas and on the same stocks brings up the possibility of over-

fishing the neritic reef fish stocks, It is known that inshore rockfishes

are quite territorial (Gill Netting-Monterey Bay, D. Parrish and D.

Miller [unpublished] Memorandum of 3/11/71, Calif. Fish and Game,

Mar. Res. Branch); however, in California the statement that the gill

net fishery is damaging the party boat fishery is not possible to docu-

ment with the available data (ibid.). On the other hand, stocks of rock

fish in areas of heavy party boat use had already been severely

depleted before the gilinetters entered the fishery (Personal communi

cation of April 15, 1974, from D. Parrish, Dept. of Fisheries and

Wildlife, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon). The increased

fishing mortality due to the gilinet fishery undoubtedly further reduced

reported by Chief Boatswains Mate McAdams (Officer in
Charge), U. S. Coast Guard Station, Yaquina Bay, Newport, Oregon,
on April 18, 1974.
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the biomass of the rockfish and lingcod populations in that area, but

this did not appear to greatly influence the number of total fish or of

lingcod captured per angler per day by fishermen in sports boats

(Gill Netting-Monterey Bay, D. Parrish and D. Miller [unpublished]

Memorandum of 3/11/71, Calif. Fish and Game, Mar. Res. Branch).

As a result of the competition on the inshore rockfish areas, the

California legislature enacted regulations barring gilinetters from

areas of heavy party boat and sport boat usage (area and depth restric-

tions). The legislature also enacted laws limiting sport fishermen to

15 fish per day of which only 10 can be one species (all rockfish con-

sidered one species) (Personal communication of April 15, 1974, from

D. Parrish, Dept. of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University,

Corvallis, Oregon).

The gillnet catch of food fish in Oregon was predominantly ling-

cod, which caused concern from various interest groups. There was

some speculation on the territoriality of lingcod (1. e. , if the lingcod

is highly territorial it could easily be overfished from a given area).

A tagging study of lingcod indicated that 9% moved more than five

miles from the point of release, and a few moved up to 80 miles

(Phillips, 1959). This indicates that 91% moved within a five mile

area. Immature lingcod (< 23 in ) were more widespread in their

movements, moving up to 25 miles from the point of release, than

were the larger lingcod (Phillips, 1959). This may indicate that
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lingcod are somewhat sedentary but not highly territorial. On trawl-

ing grounds, lingcod are not considered sedentary. There is a major

migratory shift in the lingcod population from offshore waters in the

summer to inshore waters during the winter for purposes of spawning

(Breeder and Rosen, 1966). Also the relative concentration of avail-

able lingcod stocks on the trawling grounds will vary from year to

year in a bathymetric depth displacement (Alverson, 1960). My gill-

net data indicate that the CUE of reef fishes increases through the

summer until it peaks in September (Figure 6). The decline in CUE

during October is in part due to three of my fishing observations being

in areas of low productivity (Yaquina Head and North Reef).

In retrospect, I speculate that lingcod, while not inherently

sedentary, may take up a sedentary existence on rocky bottoms where

food and cover is abundant. If a local lingcod population is depressed

by a summer gillnet fishery in Oregon, then the winter spawning

migration to inshore waters or the local movement of lingcod should

repopulate available niches. The trawl catch of lingcod for the Pacific

coast has averaged nine million pounds annually with a range of 6-18

million pounds (1935-1957). Most of the year to year variation is

attributed to market demand and not to reduced numbers (Phillips,

1959; Alverson, 1960). With a large offshore population acting as a

reservoir for repopulation of inshore areas, there doesn't seem to be

a great risk of causing a neritic lingcod population to be depressed
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Figure 6. The change with time of the catch of reef fishes per unit of effort (lb/hr) with the diver
gilinet for all areas fished near Newport, Oregon.



permanently.

In British Columbia waters, Chatwin (1956, cited by Phillips,

1959) noted that some reefs always seem to be inhabited entirely by

large lingcod. The fact that lingcod are piscivorous and cannibalistic

led him to suggest that large fish may effectively suppress the

recruitment of young fish to certain areas Perhaps it would be ad-

visable to crop down a large lingcod population in order to promote

recruitment of younger, faster growing fish which in turn can increase

the production from a given area.

At present, both Washington (sports regulation) and British

Columbia (commercial and sport) have winter closures on lingcod to

protect spawning fish. This legislation was requested by the fishing

industry and was not based on biological need. British Columbia has

a minimum weight for ling cod of three pounds with the head off. This

corresponds to a 23-in fish of 3. 6 years of age. The three pound

minimum weight limit seems to correspond to a size where growth

is maximized (Phillips, 1959). At present only California has a sport

bag limit (ten of any size). Oregon has considered a bag limit on

ocean food fish to prevent wastage of sport-caught fish,9 but has not

yet proposed such a regulation. If, in the future, lingcod or rockfish

populations become depressed or social-political interests become

9Personal communication of April 16, 1974, from Elmer Case,
Fish Commission of Oregon, Portland, Oregon.
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adamant, it might be necessary to institute regulations along the same

lines as those adopted by California, Washington, and British

Columbia; i. e., area, season, depth, or mesh size restrictions for

commercial fishermen and bag limits for sport anglers.

It is my opinion, supported by the material presented in this

discussion, that presently there is no substantial biological reason

not to permit the gillnetting of neritic reef fishes (specifically lingcod),

and that concerns with respect to overfishing neritic reef fish stocks

by anchored diver gilinets are not supported by the available data.
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APPENDIX TABLE 1. DATA RECORDING FORM

to

Color:
ky_____________

Clear Green
Clear Blue

AREA LOCATION:

Date:

42

Temperature (°C):
Air________
Sea__________

Depth Range in Fathoms:

WEATHER DATA

Wind (mph): Visibility (mi):________ Cloud Cover:
Force Broken clouds
Direction Swell (ft):_____________ Overcast_________

Fog___________
Sea (ft):______________ Sunny____________

GEAR TYPE

Norwegian Jigs:_______ Troll:_____________ Longline:
Conventional Jigs:_____ Diver Gilinet:______

SPECIE COMPOSITION OF CATCH

Lingcod:_____________ Copper Rock:
Black Sea Bass: Red Snapper:
Greenling:____________ Others:______

Pounds of
Lingcod:_____________

TOTAL CATCH

China Rock:_________
Cabezon:

Total
Pounds: Value:

Data Form 1: M. W. Barker




